Robert Dale Parker

"WHERE YOU WANT TO GO NOW": RECHARTING THE
SCENE SHIFTS IN THE FIRST SECTION OF

THE SOUND AND THE FURY
Where you want to go now, Luster said. You going
back . .. again. We done looked for it over there.
Here. Wait a minute. You wait right here . ...
The Sound and the Fury

THE SUDDEN SHIFTS IN TIME, memory, and narrative through the

section of The Sound and the Fury (the so-called Benjy section)
to fascinate and frustrate readers and critics. In their 1996
guide to the novel, Stephen M. Ross and Noel Polk take up tt18 chal
lenge of tracking Benjy's time shifts, associating themselves with a long
line of previous critics from Joseph Warren Beach (128-29) in 1941
through (among others) Sumner Powell in 1949, George R. Stewart
and Joseph M. Backus in 1958, and on to Edmond L. Volpe (353-65) in
1964 (Ross and Polk
We may wonder at the hiatus between 1964
and 1996, but after all that furious activity Faulkner critics did well to
assimilate the flurry of discussions and draw on Stewart and Backus's
and Volpe's culminating syntheses and practical, accessible charts.
Meanwhile, a bevy of other critics took to increasingly ambitious discus
sions of the writing that the charts and schemas sought to systematize.
Another kind of reader can feel put off by the novel's jumble of
shifting times, memories, and narrative cues or by the critical fascina
tion with systematizing or charting those shifts, taking it as a mere
obstacle course that gets in the way of pleasurable reading.1 No doubt,
'For a sophisticated, eloquent version of that perspective, see Joseph R. Urgo "Distrac
tion." In Urgo's reading, Volpe implies '1hat once the reader masters the time shifts, the meaning
of the text is clear." But to Urgo, "If we eliminate the confusion by charting the time shifts, the
text is damaged" (242). From my perspective, Urgo begs the question. I make no pretense that
we can "master" the text, that the text can or should be clear, or that its confusion can be
eliminated. Urgo's argument for inattention rather than attention (which addresses much more
than The Sound and the Fury') depends on a false dichotomy, as attention and inattention
always already include each other. Inattention can attend to the attention that it denies, and
attention can evade the inattention that it also denies. Thus, to the way of thinking that governs
my perspective in this article, when Urgo explains that "The guidebooks make it
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the charts will interfere with some readers' pleasure, and such readers
may skip the charts and go on to something else. Richard Godden
suggests that the complex array of scene shifts can make readers
suspect "errors, certainly careless and probably willful." But, he adds,
his "annoyance diminished with a growing sense that Benjy's idiocy
was more interesting than the techniques that expressed it" (Fictions
13).2 Surely in some sense Godden is right, yet we might suspect
and might use Godden's thoughtful discussion of the scene shifts and
their cultural meaning to help us suspect-that Benjy's idiocy and the
techniques that express it often come down to the same thing. Regard
less, it is not my task here to dictate a style of reading. Like Benjy, we
each will follow where our interests lead, and at different times our
interests will lead in different directions. As Ross and Polk note, to
rigidify our collation of the scene shifts can distort how the novel keeps
readers "disoriented as they encounter Benjy's mind and the ways in
which episodes meld and elide one into the other" (5). Indeed, for many
readers, part of the pleasure and fascination in the first section of The
Sound and the Fury lies in the scene shifts' extraordinary mix of
anarchy and system.
Working from a perspective shaped by almost half a century's
intense retheorizing of fictional form since Stewart and Backus's land
mark article, I find their work alternately too confident about what they
explain and too cryptic about what they do not explain, as well as too
quick to treat the Compsons as we would treat historical rather than
fictional characters. Even so, their chart of the scene shifts in the first
section's narrative has proved enormously useful for later critics and for
what I write here. Their work seems to provide the foundation for
Volpe's more accessible and more widely distributed chart (although
Volpe never addresses his differences with Stewart and Backus).
Ross and Polk take on a different task, annotating the novel as a whole
and giving only a small fraction of their attention to tracing the scene
shifts. Readers who want to focus on the scene shifts might find it hard
to pick out the commentary on those shifts from the plethora of other
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valuable commentary that Ross and Polk provide. Moreover, I find it
hard to follow Ross and Polk's system of indicating shifts between
scenes by scene numbers and forward and backward arrows. Here I
offer a new and alternative chart of the scene shifts in the first section of
The Sound and the Fury. If the system offered here is easier to follow in
some ways, it is probably harder to follow in other ways. My goal is to
produce a chart that can complement rather than displace the wider
ranging work of Ross and Polk.
Because I have my predecessors' work to draw on (principally
Stewart and Backus, Volpe, and Ross and Polk), and because I focus
specifically on the scene shifts, the chart offered here frequently differs
from the earlier work that helped inspire it. If I manage to clarify any
issues or correct any errors, no doubt I introduce new errors and
confusions. At the same time, focusing on the scene shifts in particular
makes it possible to compare my readings with my predecessors'
readings and to offer the reasoning behind my choices, whereas my
predecessors take up too many other tasks to allow them to compare
their interpretation of the scene shifts to that of other critics. Necessar
ily, my explanations (for the most part relegated to footnotes) some
times grow detailed. Less enthusiastic readers may even find the detail
numbing. Still, such details tell us much about the first section of The
Sound and the Fury and its differences from the yet more chaotic
second section. Both in general and for this particular novel, such
details also tell us much about the vexed relation between the free play
of textuality and its beloved but ever-deferred sibling, the yearning for
system. It is also my hope that this chart can provoke readers to
compare The Sound and the Fury and other Faulkner novels to works
that anticipate or respond to The Sound and the Fury or its mode. They
include such classics as Joyce's Ulysses and Woolf's Mrs. Da I/oway,
as well as novels in and beyond the English language, well known and
not so well known, from William Styron's Lie Down in Darkness to
Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony and Charles Simmons's Wrinkles,
from the novels of Claude Simon to those of Yaakov Shabtai, and so on
across the world's literatures.
Key to Terms and Symbols

clear that at the very least, he [Benjy] must be explained away, so that the reader's attention
is not piqued to the point of exhaustion by the narrative's formulaic uncertainty," he commits his
argument against explanation to the explanation it seeks to deny ("so that," "formulaic"). I
cannot resist noting that on the Faulkner email discussion list, which Urgo administers, he has
named two examples of what novice readers of Faulkner might want to ask about in the email
discussion, and the second is "where might one find an explanation of the time shifts in The
Sound and the Fury?"
2Godden's "William Faulkner and Benjamin Compson" escaped most bibliographies, re
maining hard-to-find and little-known. He has reworked it in Fictions of Labor (8-21).

Page numbers. In the chart itself, the first page number is to the
Vintage International "corrected" edition (1990). Since Faulkner's pub
lishers keep bringing out new editions of the novel and letting old
editions go out of print, the second page number in the chart itself is to
the 1929 first edition (401 pp., often reprinted). Readers using other
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editions can still follow the sequence. All other page numbers are to the
1990 Vintage International.
Subscene numbers. The "Scene and subscene" column identi
fies the scene that each subscene belongs to and numbers each
subscene's chronological position in its scene. When the subscenes
come out of chronological sequence, I number them in relation to the
total number of subscenes in a scene (e.g., "3 of 5"). When they come
in chronological sequence, I note the scene's total number of subscenes
only at the first subscene (e.g., "1 of 32"). Even for scenes that proceed
out of chronological sequence, most of the subscenes still fit chrono
logical sequence. As Stacy Burton notes, Benjy "has a sense of
continuity, enough so that he recalls approximately where he left off in
'telling' several different stories" (226). (See "Continuous" below.)
Present. In the scene and subscene column, "present" refers to
scene shifts in which the present interrupts memory. In most cases,
someone prompts the interruption by speaking to Benjy, often to quiet
him or direct him. Exceptions come when one short sentence pre
cedes Luster's speaking to Benjy (46, 65); when Benjy in effect inter
rupts his own memory with a taste of cake (57); when Luster interrupts
Benjy's memory by blocking his view of the fire (58); when young
Quentin's violence provides the interruption (71); when the interruption
apparently comes from Benjy's view of his castrated body in the mirror
(73); and once when there seems not to be any interruption (72).
FauiKner privileges the present by letting it interrupt the past without the
impetus or mediation of a bridge between the past and the present. 3
Bridge. i have coined this term for material that overlaps from one
subscene to another, forming in effect a bridge between subscenes
and helping to p:-ovoke the shift from one subscene to another. (For
fulier discllssioil, St:e Parker 30.)
C0!1~nU,)~,15. in the "Bridge" column, "continuous" usually signifies
that without the ::lOvo::at;on of a bridge, the narrative returns from the
inrerfllpt:i,,; i:.-'::'sent to the point when an ongoing memory last left off,
3uggesl:na tnat the memory displaces Benjy's apprehension of the
pr8sent. Wb0r. a continuous shift also has a bridge, then the bridge
"Domt C0hn (247-55) objects to the term "present: because Benjy uses the past tense for
all times, incjud~rg the time that, like other critics, I call the present. She supposes that Benjy
could narrate (or as sne puts it, "verbalize" [247]) his section either at the time that I call the
present or al a 'ater time. Her argument seems technically correct in a way that overly
literalizes the idea of narration in written fiction, too readily naturalizing it to oral storytelling, for
we need not suppose that Benjy (or Quentin or Jason) narrates at any time. (For a similar
response to Cohn, see Ross 169, 259.) The novel's narration tells us what Benjy would say if
he could say, which he can't. Cohn's observation, however, underlines that the term "present"
is a convenience or convention of readers' rhetoric rather than an actual time of narration.
Similarly, Polk observes that Benjy's lack of distinction between past and present makes it
misleading to call his representations of the past "memories," although readers can hardly help
resorting to that term (105-107).
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between scenes and the continuity between scenes overdetermine the
shift to a particular scene. Sometimes, "continuous" marks a return
from one memory to another rather than from the present to memory.
In such cases, it signifies that one memory lies embedded within the
other, sometimes without a linking bridge.
Symbols (* t i). While I have sought to rely on direct prose and
offer a more user-friendly charting of scene shifts than we can find in
Stewart and Backus's codes (e.g., "PR-9" or "0-11 "), in the telegraphic
minimalism of Volpe's chart, or in Ross and Polk's numbers with
arrows, by resorting to several symbols (a lesser part of my chart, I
hope) I succumb, like my predecessors, to the temptation to signal yet
more information and the need to keep such signals concise. A
particular difficulty arises in Faulkner's unstable use of italics. While he
uses italics to clarify his text, he also varies the usage in ways that
undermine that clarity. It is hard not to suspect at least a few oversights.
After correcting proof for the novel, Faulkner wrote that he added "a few
more italics where the original seemed obscure on second reading"
(Selected Letters 44), leaving us to wonder what changes yet another
reading might have led to. Aside from several incidental uses of italics,
when the text changes from roman to italics it signifies a scene shift.4
This occurs fifty-five times. Only one scene shift ("Versh smelled like
rain") moves from italics to italics (68). In the chart, an asterisk (*)
signifies a scene shift that moves from roman to roman. This occurs
s
eight times. A dagger (t) signifies a scene shift beginning in mid
sentence. This occurs only three times. A number sign (#) signifies
subscenes that begin with a change from roman to italics and then
return to roman without a scene shift. This occurs thirteen times. More
often (thirty-nine times), a movement from italics to roman represents a
scene shift. When no scene shift accompanies the movement from
italics to roman, it seems that Faulkner wants to signal a shift at the

<The incidental italics on p. 8 are not part of this calculus, nor are the Latin italics on p. 44
or the italicized references to Caddy's smelling like trees on pp. 43 and 44. Ross and Polk read
the italics on p. 8 as suggesting "floating memories in the jumble of Benjy's mind which are not
definitively attached to a Single narrative" (5). Because the italicized words fit smoothly into the
narrative on p. 8, I find it Simpler and more helpful to read them as part of that narrative. The
italics seem to mark snippets of dialogue that Benjy hears in the background and cares about
less than he cares about the quoted, more emotionally weighted dialogue in the same passage.
Indeed, one of Faulkner's 1929 letters to Ben Wasson confirms this reading. Although
Faulkner's letters to Wasson are not reliable in every small detail, he makes a particular point of
inSisting that these italics "do not indicate a thought transference," conceding that "my use of
italics has been too without definite plan" (Selected Letters 45). Faulkner finds yet another
way to render Benjy's sense of background dialogue when he is drunk (22) and when he is in
the dark (27). For the italics that I take as inCidental on pp. 43 and 44, see nn. 19 and 20.
"Volpe notes five times. Godden says that there are more than five (Fictions 13), while
Ross and Polk say that there are only two or three (23). See nn. 19, 22, and 24.
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change from roman to italics but not distract us by lingering in italics,
even thouah at times he does linger in italics at greater length than
usual.
First words

Scene and subscene

1
3
3
5
5
8
9

Through the fence
Caddy uncaught me
"It's too cold
What are you moaning
"What is it."
Cant you shut up
"Gil in, now,

Present: 1 of 32
Dec. 23: 3 of 4
Dec. 23: 1 of 4
Present: 2
Dec. 23: 2 of 4
Present: 3
Trip to cemetery: 1 of 16

12/13
12/13

Cry baby, Luster said
"Keep your hands

Present: 4
Dec. 23: 4 of 4

13/14

Mr. Patterson was

14/15
17/19

"They ainl nothing
and Roskus camet'

Mr. P. catches Benjy with
letter: 1 of 2
Present: 5
Damuddy's dealh: 2 of 18

17/19
19/22
19/22

She was wet.
What is the matter
Roskus came

Damuddy's death: 1 of 188
Present: 6
Damuddy's death: 3 of 18

Page
31
41
51
61
71
9/
91

20/23
20/23
20/23
22/26
28/33

See you al/ 9
"If we go slow

The cows came#
At the top of the hill#
There was a fire#

Present: 7
Damuddy's death: 4 of 18
Caddy's wedding: 5 of 5\0
Damuddy's death: 5 of 18
Quentin's death: 2 of 2

29/34
30/35

Taint no /uck#
Take him and#

30/36
31/36
32/38

Dilsey was singing:
"That's three, thank*
You cant go yet#

Quentin's death: 1 of 2"
An evening after Mr. C:S
death: 1 of 1
Mr. Compson's funeral: 1 of 2
Mr. Compson's death: 2 of 2
Mr. Compson's funeral: 2 of 2

32/38
32/38
33/39

Come on, Luster said
Frony and T.P.
Thev moaned

Present: 8
Damuddy's death: 6 of 18
Death of Roskus: 1 of 2

Bridge

catching on fence
cold
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Roskus's words
death, T.P. helping
Roskus
Roskus
Mr. C.'s death; effort
to limit B:s movement'~
continuous
moaning at funeral;
also Dilsey's house

continuous
the carriage and its
wheels
almost continuous;
also the bam and riding
Pattersons, climbing
the P. fence, letters
playing in branch;
overlaps subscene 3

almost continuous;
overlaps subscene 2
continuous
cows and barn
going up hill
Gibson house, death
in the family

"Rather than reading the trip to the cemetery as a separate scene, Stewart and Backus
make it the last subscene in the scene about Mr. Compson's death, while acknowledging that
it "takes place several days, or weeks" (448) later.
lin the manuscript (7) and the typescript (63), this section appears in roman, not italics.
The use of roman and italics often differs among the manuscript, the typescript, and the
published text, partly because Faulkner added more italics at each
Here I note only
changes of special interest, as in this passage, with its atypical
shift to italics.
The surviving typescript mixes pages from three different typescripts. On the manuscript and
typescript revisions more broadly, see Polk's editions of the manuscript and tvoescriot and his

Editorial Handbook.
BStewart and Backus note this shift, but neither Volpe nor Ross and Polk note it,
because it shifts between two different subscenes of the same scene. We can recognize
shift, however, because coming after "and Roskus came" (17), "She was wet" swerves to an
earlier part of the scene, as we can tell later on when the narrative moves forward from "She
was wet" to "Roskus came" (19), thus picking up the scene again where "and Roskus came"
7) left off, even to the point of giving two overlapping and slightly variant versions of the
ame" moment.
9This section is not in the manuscript ,-,.
lOStewart and Backus refrain from assigning "The cows came jumping out of the barn" to
any particular scene, but it fits well with the following passage about Caddy's wedding.

"Stewart and Backus, like Volpe, also see this as Quentin's death. With no
Ross and Polk see it as Mr. Compson's death and see another shift just below at
know about it'" from Mr. Compson's death to Quentin's death.
I?Stewart and Backus take the various scenes surrounding Mr. Compson's death as one
scene. Differentiating slightly more, Volpe's prose summary, under the heading "Mr. Compson's
death and funeral" (359), describes three closely related scenes-the scenes that I read as
Mr. Compson's death, his funeral, and an evening after his death-while Volpe's more
telegraphic chronology of scenes condenses these three scenes into the "Death of Mr.
r'"",,,,,,,n" ,"',,"'\
The condensing can confuse readers who rely on Michael H. Cowan's
charts, which leaves 011 the prose summary.
to sort out where to find and how to sequence the scene shifts associated
Compson's death Stewart and Backus see scene shifts at "Dilsey was singing" and
'''That's three,'" without explaining why. Neither Volpe nor Ross and Polk see shilts there, nor
do they note their difference from Stewart and Backus. Without addressing whether there is
a shift at "Dilsey was singing," Godden finds a shift at "'That's three,'" although he sees it as a
skip in time rather than, as I propose, a shift to a different time (Fictions 16). I see a shift at
"Dilsey was singing," because before then, Benjy is playing with Quentin and Luster and
fighting with them "again" (30), leading Frony to remove him to the bam, where Roskus sits and
T.P. milks the cow. Then suddenly, after "Dilsey was singing," Roskus is no longer there and
T.P. is following Benjy around the house, where they hear the funeral (the singing), which
there is no indication that they hear at the barn. Moreover, T.P. takes Benjy to play with Quentin
and Luster, which would make no sense if Frony had just taken him away from them because
he was fighting with them "again," and which thus indicates that the scene beginning "Dilsey
was singing" occurs before the earlier scene with Frony and the fighting. I then see another
shift at "'That's three,'" because Dilsey is in her house rather than "singing" at the funeral, and
T.P. is "finishing up" rather than watChing Benjy.
These two scene shifts differ from others between two episodes of the past by not
a bridge between scenes, unless we count the slight bridge of Roskus's mere
presence in his home on both sides of "'ThaI's three.'" But they echo the only other instances
of an unbridged shift between two episodes of the past ("She was wet" [17] and "Father took
me up" [64]) in shifting between different parts of more or less the same scene (the various
scenes surrounding Mr. Compson's death).
As for sequencing, in addition to the evidence that the subscene beginning "'That's three'"
comes before the one beginning "Take him and," I set "Take him and" on an evening after Mr.
Compson's death and "That's three" on the evening of Mr. Compson's death because T.P. takes
Benjy from the Compson house to Dilsey's in "Take him and," but he also does that the evening
of Mr. Compson's death, at the later subscene beginning "The bones rounded" (33). Hence
"Take him and," which comes after Mr. Compson dies, must come on a later evening than his
actual death. One might suppose that "That's three" could not come on the evening of Mr.
~""'''''''''''' death, since it has
in her house after we see her in the Compson house
_
.. away. But T.P. first
Benjy out to the ditch in the pasture where no one will
hear his howling, leading to a delay between when Dilsey sends TP. and Benjy to her house
and when they actually get there, and even then we see Dilsey needing to return to the
Compson house.
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"Oh." Caddy said.
Oilsey moaned"
"I like to know
The bones rounded'
I had if when we,6
"Do you think buzzards

Oamuddy's death: 7 of 18
Death of Roskus: 2
Oamuddy's death: 8 of 18
Mr. Compson's death: 1 of 2"
Present: 9
Oamuddy's death: 9 of 18

37/44

When we looked

Caddy's wedding: 1 of 5

37/45
37/45
38/45
38/45

A snake crawled out
You aint got to start
We stopped
They getting ready#

Oamuddy's death:
Caddy's wedding:
Oamuddy's death:
Caddy's wedding:

38/46

"They haven't started'

Oamuddy's death: 12 of 18

39/47

I saw them.

10 of 18
2 of 5
11 of 18
3 of 5

Caddy's wedding: 4 of 5

continuous
continuous
continuous

continuous; also
the buzzards
eating Nancy'7
going around a
corner,a
continuous
continuous
continuous
starting, watching;
also continuous
starting, watching;
also continuous
watching; also
continuous

'31n both the manuscript (15) and the typescript (84), this section (with two fewer
sentences) continues on as one subscene with the subscene that begins "They moaned" (33).
"Like powell, Volpe, and Panthea Reid, I see the passage on pages 33-35 as rendering
Benjy's reaction at the time of Mr. Compson's death, whereas Ross and Polk identify it with
Quentin's death, perhaps because Benjy says that "It wasn't Father. Father was sick there"
(34). They see "sick" as indicating that "Mr. Compson may be 'sick' with drink" (Ross and Polk
24). By contrast, I read Benjy's words (as so often) as telling readers more than he
understands. Benjy's words hint that Mr. Compson has died from his sickness, in the same
that the evening Oamuddy dies, Quentin and Caddy talk of her as "sick" (20,26,38,73,74)
she has died.
senses his father's death (T.P. thinks that Benjy
smells the death), but he also denies what
senses. He sees a man-presumably a doctorin Mr. Compson's room. If it were Quentin's death, Faulkner's bringing in a doctor to administer
to Mr. Compson's alcoholic ills or to Mrs. Compson's grief would cloud the picture. Faulkner
enjoyed inventing complications, but Occam's razor, the principle that favors simpler explana
tions over pointlessly complicated explanations, inclines me to see the doctor as there for Mr.
Compson's final illness. Because Ross and Polk see this episode as describing the time of
Quentin's rather than Mr. Compson's death, they must take pages 29-35 as fluttering quickly
and improbably back and forth between the time of Quentin's death and the time of Mr.
Compson's death. To my mind, that introduces a seemingly pointless complication not
by Volpe's reading or by my elaboration of Volpe's reading. Nevertheless, neither view seems
provable, and there is room for collegial differences of interpretation. Finally, it seems more
useful to note how such questions direct our attention to the f6Vt <>nn it" "tructure than to insist
that either view is right or wrong.
'5Apparently, when his father dies, Benjy dreams of Nancy's death. Caddy's reference to
Nancy's death provokes a memory of that dream. Stewart and Backus read Benjy's dream
("The bones rounded ... ") as a separate subscene, one to three sentences long (Stewart and
Backus 447-48), whereas, like Volpe, I see it as part of the same subscene as the immediately
following sentences.
'6This section is not in the manuscript (16-17).
17Here the bridge arcs over the immediately preceding episode from the present, which
interrupts as Benjy recollects the memory of buzzards that links remembering the death of his
father to remembering the death of Oamuddy.
'.Verbally and visually, this seems like an uncharacteristically llimsy bridge, which
suggests how much more than the bridge motivates the transition. Namely, Benjy associates
his e~otions in the scene of Damuddy's death with his emotions in the scene of Caddy's
",~AA,n"" ""I"h n'.nrp.~ents his loss of Caddy to experience and knowledge.

40/48

Benjy, Caddy said,

Caddy uses perfume: 1 of 1

43/51

"Come on, now. '9

43/52

Uncle Maury was'

44/53

"You a big boy.'"

Benjy, 13, must sleep alone:
1 of 2
Mr. P. catches Benjy with
letter: 2
Benjy, 13, must sleep alone: 2

45/54
46/55

We looked Up20
Where you want

Oamuddy's death: 13 of 18
Present: 10
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Caddy's embrace; los
ing her smell of trees
Caddy's smell, loss of
Caddy and her smell
Uncle Maury's room
Oilsey taking Benjy to
sleep; also continuous
trees; also continuous

,gRoss and Polk see a division between scenes at "She smelled like trees" (43), one line
earlier than I do. I am inclined to see confirmation ror reading the break after "She smelled like
trees" in the manuscript (20) and typescript (96), which include it, in roman, as part of the
previOUS paragraph, but such use of manuscript or typescript evidence is suspect, given that
someone (presumably Faulkner) chose to revise the passage to its present form. With the
sudden shift to italics, it is plausible to see a division at "She smelled like trees" (see also n.
20), but I am not convinced by Ross and Polk's decision to connect "She smelled like trees" to
the episode about Uncle Maury's escapade with the Pattersons, because that episode has
nothing to do with Caddy smelling like trees. Ross and Polk presumably connect it to that
episode because that episode soon follows, but 1 see no need to connect it to the
material, and there is reason to separate it from that material, as it fits perfectly well in
previous scene with Benjy's renewed pleasure in Caddy's smell, after she has washed off her
perfume. Like Volpe and Reid, I divide this section (43-45) into two scenes: 1) Benjy, now 13
old, must sleep alone, and 2) a scene extending the Uncle Maury-Patterson episode.
this section into two scenes leaves us with scene shifts that cross from roman to
roman type, making them easy to overlOOk or even leading readers (such as Ross and Polk) to
take as one scene what I take as two scenes. Ross and Polk see the scene as taking place in
1908 or 1909, which makes sense, because Benjy is 13. Since his thirty-third birthday falls on
April 7, 1928, he was born in 1895, 13 years before 1908. But if this passage were all one
scene set in 1908 or 1909, then Quentin would be about 18 years old. Yet Quentin's dialogue
here sounds conspicuously like that of a young child who does not understand Mr. Compson's
scornful talk about Uncle Maury and the Pattersons. (In keeping with Quentin's character
throughout the book, however, the topic still interests him, even though he has to ask for
explanations.) That requires us to divide the passage into two different scenes and to date the
Uncle-Maury-and-the·Pattersons episode (with the youthful Quentin's dialogue) much earlier
than the scene with Benjy needing to sleep alone at age 13. Indeed, recognizing that Uncle
Maury's room is empty in one paragraph and that Uncle Maury is back home with a black eye in
the next paragraph, Ross and Polk acknowledge that the two paragraphs might represent two
different times.
20Here I place the SCene shift one sentence later than Volpe places it. The confusion
comes because here, as in the similar case of the third scene shift previous to this one, the
shift comes after the switch from roman to italics, whereas usually a scene shift comes before
the italics. (See also n. 19.) In the earlier case of "She smelled like trees" (43), as in this case
with "Caddy smelled like trees" (49), I take the italics as rendering Benjy's emphaSis, not as
signaling a scene shift. As the final words of a scene as well as a subscene, they culminate
Benjy'S flow of thoughts and emotions. In the same way, albeit without italics, Faulkner
concludes the soon-to-come scene of Caddy in the swing with Benjy thinking "Caddy smelled
like trees" (48). (Consistent with their practice for "She smelled like trees," Ross and Polk see
"Caddy smelled like trees" as marking a scene shift, though I do not quite follow their remarks
on it. They seem to read it as participating in both the scene they see it shifting from-Benjy
needing to
alone in 190B-and the scene they see it shifting to-Oamuddy's death.)
Compare the
thorny instance of "She smelled like trees" as reviewed in n. 31 Stewart
and Backus simply opt out of the problem, declining to assign "She smelled like trees" (43) or
"Caddy smelled like trees" (44) to any particular scene.
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46/56

46/56
46/56
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The kitchen was dark.

Luster came back.
II was dark

the Scene Shifts
Caddy in the swing: 1 of 3

Present: 11
Caddy in the swing: 2

46/56
47/56

Come away from there,
It was two now,

Present: 12
Caddy in the swing: 3

48/58
51/62

I kept a telling you#
You cant do no good

Present: 13
Benjy at gate: 1 of 1

52/63

How did he get out,

53/64

and the brighl't

Benjy and the Burgess girl:
2 of 2
Benjy and the Burgess girl:
1 of 2
Castration: 1 of 1

53/64
56/68

Here, looney,
What you want

Present: 14
Name change: 3 of 19

56/68
57/69
57/70
58/71
58/71

"Aint you shamed
I could hear the clock,
I ate some cake. 23

Present: 15
Name change: 4 of 19
Present: 16
Name change: 5 of 19
Present: 17

52/63

was open

That's right, Dilsey said.
The long wire came

The Faulkner Journal
"went around the
kitchen"; Benjy
slipping oW,

61174
61175
61175

Caddy said, "Let met
Versh set me downWs

Name change: 1 of 19'"
Oamuddy's death: 14 of 18
Versh carries Benjy

continuous; Q. at
swing with beau,
like Caddy

62176

Mother's sick,#

Oamuddy's death: 15 of 18

continuous; Q. at
swing with beau,
like Caddy
looking through the
gate
looking through the
gate
opening the gate
Benjy's incident with
the Burgess girj22
Dilsey's reproval in the
kitchen by the fire
continuous
continuous

bridges-walking "around the kitchen" and Benjy's "slipping oW-work in
As in the shift described in n. 17, the reference to the kitchen works as a
over the immediately preceding episode from the present, which interrupts as
kitchen. Verbally and visually, as in the scene described in n. 18, mere
reference to the kitchen makes for an uncharacteristically flimsy bridge, which suggests how
much else motivates the transition. Namely, Benjy associates his emotions in the scene of
Oamuddy's death with his emotions in the scene of Caddy in the swing: each represents his
loss of Caddy to experience and knowledge. Occasionally, such as here and at the shifts
described in nne 18 and 28, the bridge between two scenes or subscenes is so flimsy, relies
so minimally on what its words represent, that the narratological flashlight shines on that part
of the word or phrase-sign that is the signifier, to the diminishment of that part that is the
signified. On the other hand, although we need to read a little farther to recognize it, in the
present Benjy is apparently "slipping off" to see young Quentin at the swing, so that without the
impetus of any particular words bridging the scene shift, his observation of Quentin at the
swing works as a second bridge to provoke his memory of Caddy at the swing.
"'This is the only mid-sentence transition from roman to roman. If it has a bridge. that
would be the causal and temporal link between Benjy's incident with the Burgess
castration it leads to. (He remembers trying to remove the anesthesia: "I tried to
face.") Many readers describe Benjy as attacking or even raping the Burgess girl,
assumes more than we can tell from his recollection Ihat he "caught her .. and she screamed"
(53), for she might scream whether he approached her gently or violently. Bleikasten notes the
novel's reticence and draws on Faulkner's comments about this scene outside the novel as
evidence of Benjy's violence (Splendid 83-84; Ink 66-67). Nevertheless, given the words in
the novel, I
to revise Volpe's "Benjy Attacks Girl" (364) to "Benjy and the Burgess girL"
paragraph and the references to cake just before and after it are not in Ihe
manuscript (25).

62176
64179
65/80
66/80
66/81

Your name is Benjy,

We could hear#26
Father took me up. *

Jason came in.#
You can look at the fire
OilsAV said, "You come,

Name change: 2 of 19
Name change: 6 of 19
Present: 18
Name change: 7 of 19
Present: 19
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continuous
Caddy carrying
Mother as sick;
carried
continuous; also
Mother as sick
continuous

continuous

241n the manuscript (27) and typescript (119-20), this section appears in roman. Changing
it to italics helps readers identify the unusual mid-sentence shift that follows. Volpe, like Ross
and Polk after him, places all the subscenes in the name-change scene in chronolopif'!>
sequence, but I am inclined to agree with Stewart and Backus when they
this as the
name-Change subscene, although they offer no explanation. If this is the
subscene, then
the next subscene (beginning "We could hear") fOllows logically as the second, but only if we
break it, as Stewart and Backus do (again without explanation), with a roman-to-roman
transition at "Father took me up." Then the episode framed by "We could llear" and "Father
took me up" leads logically into the first narrated name-change scene, beginning at 'What you
want" (56) because it explains what has upset Mrs. Compson, as well as showing her feeble
him [Benjy] his new name" (56).
the confusing sequence on pp. 61-62, I am inClined to agree with Volpe rather than
With Ross and Polk, although Ross and Polk present their view with considerable skepticism
"How is it possible," they ask, "to separate out the time levels on pages 61-62?" (5). Ross and
Polk see no scene shift at the mid-sentence switch from italics to the roman "Caddy said, 'Let
me ... ,'" whereas Volpe sees that switch marking a shift from the name-change scene to the
scene on the evening of Oamuddy's death. All agree that the passage soon returns to the
name-change scene. Volpe places that return at "Versh set me down," which begins a new
section of italics. That requires him to see no shift at the end of those italics, where the roman
resumes with "'Come and tell Mother goodnight'" (61). By contrast, Ross and Polk see the
return to the name-change scene as beginning at "'Come and tell Mother goodnight'" and after
"Versh set me down." They see "Versh set me down" as shifting back to the evenina of
Damuddy's death. It is not hard to see a logic for Ross and Polk's reading, because when
last left the name-change scene, Caddy was trying to lift Benjy, and there was no
Versh, let alone of Versh lifting Benjy. On the other hand, when Benjy last left the evenina of
Oamuddy's death, Oilsey had sent Versh off to find Quentin (46). He has not yet returned
we next pick up the evening of Oamuddy's death (62), which comes after Ross and Polk have
him carrvinn RAni" Inrl:"nrl h~ does not return until much later (73). Thus this passage cannot
death. It could be a separate scene unto itself, rather than
a subscene of any larger scene, but the details about Mrs. Compson in bed with the fire
off her rings link it so
to the ongoing name-change scene that it seems to
to that scene. Which leaves us to suppose that Benjy's memory skips past Versh
the room and lifting him, or that Faulkner slipped by not preparing us for Versh's
entrance, or else that Faulkner courted the confusion. Regardless, this subscene appears to
Come out of chronological sequence, for it has Mrs. Compson in bed, whereas the next name
change subscene has her silting in a chair. So as not to throw oft the sequence, therefore, I
have not labeled it as part of the sequence of the other nineteen name-change subscenes
Without explanation, Stewart and Backus place this subscene between the next-to-Iast two
name-change subscenes (between "'Mother's sick again'" and "Caddy gave me" [71]), but I
have not found a logic for placing it there.
26Faulkner added to the manuscript (27) the italicized words that begin this subscene,
though at that pOint he put them in roman.
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66/81
66/81
67/82
68/83
68/84
68/84

We could hear the roof.
Quentin said, "Didn't
I could hear the roof.#
Dilsey said, All right.
Versh smelled like rain.
We could hear Caddy

69/84
69/85
69/85
70/85
70/86
70/86

Versh said, Your name
We were in the hall.
What are you doing
Versh said, "You move
Has he got to keep
Steam came off

70/86
70/86
71/87
71/87
71/87
71/87
71/87
71/87
71/87
71/87
71/88
71/88
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Now, now, Dilsey said.
It got down below'°
Yes he will, Quentin
Roskus said, "It going
You've been running
"Then I dont know
Oh, I wouldn't be
"She sulling again,
Quentin pushed Dilsey
"Mother's sick again."
Goddam you, Quentin
Caddy gave me

Name change: 8 of 1927
Present: 20
Name change: 9 of 19
Present: 21
Name change: 10 of 19
Caddy's "loss" of "virginity":
1 of 2
Name change: 11 of 19
Caddy's "loss" of "virginity": 2
Present 22
Name change: 12 of 19
Present: 2329
Name change: 13 of 19
Present: 24
Name change: 14 of 19
Present: 25
Name change: 15 of 19
Present: 26
Name change: 16 of 19
Present: 27
Name change: 17 of 19
Present: 28
Name change: 18 of 19
Present: 29
Name change: 19 of 19

continuous
continuous
continuous
we could hear2s
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous; also
eating
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous

She smelled like"
We didn't go
Quentin, Mother said
Quentin and Versh 33

Present: 30
Damuddy's death: 16 of 18
Present: 31
Damuddy's death: 17 of 18

73/90

I got undressed

Present: 32

74/91

There were two beds.

Damuddy's death: 18 of 18

15

continuous 32
undressing; also
continuous
Dilsey's directive to
get undressed
getting in bed; also
continuous

If, as Andre Bleikasten argues (Splendid 87-88; Ink 69-70), the
interchangeability of scenes suggests a metaphoric structure, with
each scene substituting metaphorically for another scene, the transi
tions between scenes nevertheless work metonymically. The scene
shifts and their bridges follow a logic of overdetermination as they pivot
around metonymic links from Caddy to caddie, Caddy to the slipper,
Caddy to the gate, Caddy to the girls walking home from school, and
Caddy to the smooth, bright shapes of sleep. None of these metony
mies is ever adequate or stable, leading Benjy always to yet another
metonymy, another effort to find and keep the impossible metonymy
that promises to merge what it always can only crosS. 34 Benjy's scene

continuous

27Ross and Polk read this passage differently from other critics without noting the
difference or explaining their reasoning. The passages on pages 66-69 that other critics
identify as the name-change scene, Ross and Polk see as fluttering back and forth between
that scene and the episode that I call Caddy's "loss" of "virginity" (on the terms "loss" and
"virginity," see my comments following the chart). Perhaps they suppose that at age ten
Quentin would be too young to fight over Caddy's honor, but in this scene he sounds to me like
a ten-year-old, not like the eighteen-year-old he would have to be in Ross and Polk's reading.
2sHere the repetition of ''we could hear" seems merely fortuitous, as if Faulkner is making
fun of his own narrative invention, for the words "we could hear" are utterly incidental, given
that Benjy can always hear, so that these words could apply just as well at any other time.
(Contrary to the assumption of some readers, Benjy is not deaf and dumb. Luster twice calls
him deaf and dumb, but that is Luster's ignorance or humor, for although Benjy cannot speak he
can surely hear, and Luster himself frequently speaks to him. Quentin once thinks--or
remembers his father thinking-that Benjy "cannot hear" [174J, but he uses hearing only as a
metaphor for understanding.)
290stensibly this is just another instance where someone's speech makes the present
interrupt Benjy's memory, but it also indicates how the interruption can connect to the memory
it interrupts, overdetermining the narrative shift through impulses outside the individual charac
ters. For Caddy's slipper in effect feeds Benjy, substituting for the food and affection that
Caddy provides in his memory, but in ways that the scornful Quentin is, in a sense, even more
oblivious to than is her Uncle Benjy.
30Beginning here, Faulkner added a series of five name-change subscenes to the manu
script (sub scenes 14-18). Of those, two (subscenes 14 and 18) appear in the manuscript in
shorter versions.

72/88
73/89
73/90
73/90
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"Putting the scene shift here sustains the general pattern of placing scene shifts where
the narrative moves into italics. It also puts the shift conveniently between paragraphs. But
there is no one in the present who smells like trees. Moreover, to see the shift here leaves us
with almost the only full-scale bridge (from "She smelled like trees" to "She smelled like trees"
for a transition that moves from memory to the present. (The only other appears soon after, at
p. 73, suggesting that here at the end the pattern starts to break down.) Such a bridge makes
little sense with no one in the present to smell like trees. We could therefore read the shift as
coming one sentence later, so that Benjy's thoughts of the past repeat "She smelled like trees,"
with Faulkner rendering it first in roman, then starting a new paragraph and rendering it again
in italics, and then, in mid-paragraph, shifting to the present. But Faulkner often sets up
patterns and then throws in something that breaks the pattem, as "Pantaloon in Black" (to take
one of the more striking examples) violates so many patterns in Go Down, Moses. To see the
shift here from past to present coming between roman and italics and between paragraphs
suggests two qualities of memory in Benjy. First, he remembers Caddy smelling like trees
amidst a cognitive leap to the past, and then he remembers her smell again in another way
cognitively more subordinate to the present in which he does his remembering. This is the
only shift to the present that comes without anything in the present interrupting Benjy's memory
of the past.
Compare the other thorny instances of "She smelled like trees" discussed in nn. 19 and 20.
As we compare these passages, the cornucopia of potential readings that contradict or
corroborate each other underlines the. fluidity of Faulkner's usage, which can also make us
skeptical of the notion that in every instance there is necessarily a correct reading.
32This is the only instance where Benjy returns to a memory that has been interrupted by
other memories without a bridge, although there is a remote suggestion of a bridge in the idea
of going to his room and going to sleep.
33The first and last sentences of this subscene are not in the manuscript (33). Without the
last sentence, the manuscript version strengthens the bridge between Dilsey's '''You all get
undressed, now'" and "I got undressed" (73). (Before "I got undressed"-which the manu
script has in roman-Faulkner first wrote 'We got undressed" and then crossed it out.)
34Cf. Franyois L. Pitavy, who notes the metonymic pattern of simile in Benjy's language
"Caddy smelled like trees"-and in writing itself (101).
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shifts keep promising a consistent system, but they never reach the
system that they repeatedly promise.
Rather than condensing Benjy's narration to a closed system or
reinforcing the illusion of his selfhood, this chart can underline that he is
constructed at once through a narrative system and through repeated
wrenches jammed in the spokes of that system. Moreover, although for
the sake of conciseness I have not noted the many times that the
inferences readers can make about Benjy rely on later sections of the
novel (e.g., to make sense of Benjy's references to his castration),
those instances also underline Benjy's constructedness and represent
the constructedness, the non-self-sufficiency, of all subjectivity.
To be sure, however, a chart like this can unwittingly encourage the
critical and pedagogical tendency to read the site of motivation as
resting in character, specifically, for the novel's first section, in the
character of Benjy, as Benjy's consciousness or even as his language,
since so many of the transitions pivot on particular words. At most
points, both sides of the transition depend not only on the overlap of
signifiers (words) but also on the overlap of signifieds (the concepts that
the signifiers refer to). When Benjy snags his clothes on the fence nail
in the first transition, for example, no directly recounted words overlap
the two scenes, so that the bridge bears the illusion of lying utterly in the
signified, of being pre- or extra-linguistic. Nevertheless, the concepts of
an extra-linguistic ontology, of Benjy as telling his story, and even of
Benjy-a fictional character-having an actual consciousness of the
sort we attribute to people outside novels are all suspect at the least, so
that the chart should not be taken necessarily to reinforce Benjy as the
site where "his" transitions are motivated.
But perhaps we cannot help resorting to such humanist concepts
as "Benjy," "Benjy's consciousness," or even "Benjy's" "language,"
even if we use them under erasure. We call on such character-bound
concepts to mediate the novel's narrative, to mediate the "author," or
even to mediate the exterior narrator or at least that felt sense of an
outermost narrator, a motivating force at the circumference of the
narrative circle. That circumference is always already so centrifugal
that beyond and through the personally authorial it merges into the
social. The social, however, cannot settle things any more than the
characterological or authorial, for the social too is rife with conflict and
internal contradiction.
For example (8-12), when Mrs. Compson calls Benjy her "poor
baby," Caddy takes him aside and says "'You're not a poor baby. Are
you. Are you.'" At that point the present interrupts in the typical form of
Luster's spoken complaint: "Cant you shut up that moaning and slob
bering, Luster said," as if the thirty-three-year-old Benjy were a baby.
Then Luster and Benjy pass the carriage house, and over the bridge of
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the carriage and its wheels Benjy moves into a memory of going to visit
the cemetery with his mother. Even in this memory, the concept of
"baby" recurs diversely. It pops up first as Mrs. Compson worries about
letting T.P. drive. "'I'm afraid to.' Mother said. 'With the baby.''' To
which Dilsey responds "'You calling that thing a baby.''' Soon, Dilsey
urges them to leave before the baby Quentin sees them and wants to
go with them. When Mrs. Compson asks where Quentin is, Dilsey
says that she is playing with Luster, who-at this time so long before
the present of Luster's complaints-is yet another baby. Soon, then,
the Luster of the present interrupts again: "Cry baby, Luster said'
(words that Faulkner added to the manuscript [6]). Through all these
diverse transitions runs an underlying motive, a preoccupation with the
idea of a baby.
One could naturalize or recuperate that motive to Benjy, perhaps,
but to leave it at that would overly stretch the form. For attributing the
preoccupation with babyness to Benjy would mean that Benjy selec
tively hears Luster only when Luster speaks to Benjy's preoccupations.
In the abstract, that is a reasonable supposition, but not in the absence
of any evidence that Benjy sometimes falls to hear Luster's words. 3!J
Or it could mean that Benjy somehow influences or determines that
Luster will not speak at all unless he speaks to Benjy's preoccupations,
but that reading would break the illusion of humanistic realism in order
to sustain it, in the form of Benjy's consciousness, as the site of
narrative motivation. Thus we need to think of the narrative as motivat
ing itself from a site exterior either to Benjy or to the consciousness of
its characters, a site we can call "Faulkner" (or Faulkner, for short,
without the quotation marks), a site where the historical
Faulkner's drives and the cultural drives around him and contributing to
him come together. Faulkner is preoccupied with the idea of a baby,
and that preoccupation, independently of the preoccupations he at
tributes to Benjy (if also along with them), motivates the shifts, selects
them and shapes them. The chart offered here, therefore, traces a
narrative structu're that proceeds, to a degree, independently of, previ
ously to, and in excess of any psychological structure of character,
even while character funnels such processes into narrative,
The Compson brothers all struggle with their desires to stay ba
bies, to become babies again, to be babied. And so, perhaps, do we all,
but what motivates "Faulkner's" and the Faulknerian culture's preoccu
pation or oedipal fixation with babyness is not, for present purposes, the
pOint. It is only one example of the many underlying preoccupations
drive Benjy's narrative hopscotch. Rather, the point is that a notion of
350n Benjy's minimal but definite registering of Luster's speech, see Ineke Bockting (164).
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Benjy himself, or of character itself, is not sufficient as the motivating
site for the narrative transitions that Benjy focalizes. To understand
these transitions, critics can pursue their social meaning. Most critics
take Benjy as passive and neutral, like a camera and tape recorder.
Bleikasten offers the locus classicus of this view: "all that is left to him is
sensory and emotional response, perception without intellection, and a
capacity for the raw intensities of pleasure and pain. He is humanity at
its most elemental and archaic, the zero degree of consciousness ....
Benjy is at best the passive and uncomprehending watcher of what is
happening to him." "[HJis point of view is actually no point of view at all,"
because his monologue is "undistorted by subjectivity" (Splendid71-72,
86-87; see also Ink, 59, 69). While I concur with Godden and Burton in
seeing Benjy as active and motivated rather than passive (for a fuller
development of this argument, see Parker 30-32), here I also suggest
that in some ways we can step outside the debate between those who
see Benjy as passive and those who see him as active by taking the site
of determination to a wider circle and, specifically, to a cultural circle.
We can ask, for example, what it tells us culturally that the novel
figures Benjy's relation to Caddy in terms that condense around her so
called loss of virginity and its many metonymies (e.g., fence-crossing,
kissing, wearing perfume, marrying). If only by repeating the phrase
"loss of virginity," critics-as if they identified with Quentin-have un
questioningly corroborated Caddy's so-called loss as a cataclysmic
turning point in the history of Caddy's and Benjy's being, and hence
also, implicitly, corroborated such "losses" as actual losses and as
cataclysmic turning points in the history of the novel's individual read
ers. What does it mean to "lose" "virginity"? Virginity is not an object
like Luster's quarter or Benjy's testicles. Benjy's preoccupation, like
Quentin's and Faulkner's, is culturally produced rather than inevitable, a
regulated and regulating cultural fixation rather than a natural or objec
tive marker of Benjy's psyche. The notion that one has or loses
something called virginity, and that its possession or loss represents
one's essence and the essence of one's relation to others, represents a
deeply implied but largely unspoken cultural assumption. That burden
some assumption can go unrecognized as culturally received rather
than inevitable and natural, but its invisibility helps it settle more stub
bornly in the restricted economy of cultural determinants. Thus Benjy is
motivated not only by his own psychology but also by culture, whether
directly, as he unconsciously picks up on the cultural fixations that
motivate those around him (e.g., as he watches Dilsey's disdain at
Caddy's soiled drawers and bottom), or indirectly, as a site where
Faulkner's conscious and unconscious reproductions of the surround
ing culture congeal and transform.
The scene shifts in the first section of The Sound and the Fury,
therefore, mark a style and a character, as critics have noted for many
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years, and they also mark a cultural sense of what fits together, what
leads to what. Both their obsessions and their arbitrary accumulation of
surprises register a broader cultural picture of connectedness and
disconnectedness in the social world and in the process of reading,
forever shifting between and merging sense and chaos, reimagining the
cultural landscape we know so blindingly well that we must recover our
ability to see it.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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THERE HAVE BEEN TWO CONSISTENT critical misnomers in inter
pretations of Sanctuary. One has to do with the discussion of rape as a
singular event, when indeed many rapes occur. 1 The rape referred to in
most of the critical history of Sanctuary occurs when Temple Drake is
violated with a corn-cob by the impotent Popeye Vitelli in the barn at the
Old Frenchman Place. Before Popeye penetrates Temple with the
corn-cob, she spends the night at the Old Frenchman Place in what the
narrator later imagines to have been a night of "comparative inviolation"
(215). However, as Temple lies beside a drunken and unconscious
Gowan Stevens, the rest of the men-Popeye, Van, Lee Goodwin, and
Tommy-enter the bedroom and subject Temple to various degrees of
sexual assault, from removing clothing she is wearing to groping her
breasts and genitals beneath her clothing. Temple is also subjected to
a continued sequence of rapes in Miss Reba's brothel, where Popeye
employs one of his henchmen, Red, as a surrogate penis so that he
can continue to violate Temple. Finally, Lee Goodwin, falsely convicted
of the murder of Tommy and, by implication, perceived as guilty of the
rape and kidnapping of Temple, is sodomized before he is lynched, and
Horace Benbow is threatened with the same fate.
The second critical misnomer has to do with an untheorized conflation
of these acts of sexual violence with a narrative of eroticism and
pornography. While the rape itself elicits overt expressions of
and outrage in Faulkner criticism, as it does in the Yoknapatawphan
courtroom, until recently Temple has been interpreted by characters
and critics alike as, at best, sexually ambivalent and, at worst, sexually
excessive and morally perverse. The sighing in the courtroom when
the corn crib is mentioned, for example, the room's "collective breath
'Diane Roberts, in "Ravished Belles: Stories of Rape and Resistance in Flags in the Dust
and Linda Dunleavy, in "Sanctuary, Sexual Difference and the Problem of
" are two critics who do recognize Temple's multiple rapes. Dunleavy defines Temple's
experience at the Old Frenchman Place as a "(gang) rape" (184), and Roberts argues that
"is violated even before Popeye wields the corncob, and continues to be violated in
various ways up to her courtroom appearance" (21).

